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We Will Discuss

� Written Material including
� CV
� Cover letter
� Teaching Statement (July 11)
� Research Statement  (July 18 and 25)

� References
� Finding Positions
� Interviews (November 14, February 13)
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Summer/Fall – A Year Before the 
Job Will Start
§ Determine readiness to go on the market
§ Finalize written materials for the job search
§ Arrange for recommendations
§ Identify job openings and apply
§ Continue research and writing
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Written Materials for the Job 
Search

§ C.V. or vita
§ Cover letter 
� Announcements might ask for a wide range of other 

material, including
� A statement of teaching philosophy
� A research statement
� A writing sample
� A teaching portfolio
� “Evidence of teaching excellence”
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Your CV
� There is no “right way” – just guidelines
� Only wrong CV is the one that is not accurate
� Effective CV

� Appeal to the reader
� Are written clearly
� Are error free
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Your CV
� A CV is a thorough list of ALL of your academic 

achievements, your professional history and qualifications.  
It includes information about your career goals, education, 
work experience, activities, honors, and any special skills 
you might have

� A CV’s purpose is to get you a personal interview
� A CV might vary slightly from discipline to discipline.  You 

should make sure to look at the CV’s of others in your field 
and show your CV to your advisor  
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Your CV
� Organize each section in reverse chronological 

order
� Put most important information on the first page
� Use clear, easy-to-understand language
� Tailor to your audience
� Use formatting techniques such as indenting, 

uppercase, bold and italics, consistently
� Keep format simple
� Avoid font sizes under 10 point
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Your CV
� Include your name on every page and number 

pages
� Start each sentence with an action verb, such as: 

managed, supervised and evaluated
� Use terms related to your field, tailor to your 

audience
� Use a variety of descriptions
� List responsibilities most important to least
� Past tense vs. present tense
� Use professional language
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Content of your CV
�Name and contact information
�Education
�Research Experience
�Teaching Experience
�Honors and Awards
� Grants
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Content of Your CV
�Publications/Presentations
�Scholarly/Professional Memberships
� University Service/Leadership
� Additional Information
� References

� Tailor your CV to the position
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Cover letter
� Your introduction to the employer
� Must be sent with every application
� Summary of your experience, skills, and abilities –

show a match
� More descriptive than your CV
� Highlights your experience and expertise relevant to 

the specific position and University
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Cover Letter
� Your cover letter should be

� Concise
� Confident
� Customized Creative
� Clear
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Cover Letter
� Salutation: Dear Professor So and So or Dear Committee Members
� 1st paragraph: 

� Why you are writing, applying for a particular job
� how you learned about the position

� Body: use the structure of the ad to guide you in your discussion of your 
qualifications 
� Experience that is related to the position
� What you have to offer the employer
� Demonstrate a match between your experience and the job description

� Final paragraph: Show them you are the best person for the job
� Reiterate your interest in the position
� Express interest in an interview
� Let them know how to meet with you, contact information: phone number 

and email address
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Research Statement
� Use the language to guide you—do they want a 

“Statement of Research Plans” or a “Summary of 
Current Research” 

� Provide a context for your research interests.  Your 
future research should follow logically from what 
you’ve done

� If you require facilities and funding, mention this  
� Decide what research belongs to your lab/advisor 

and what belongs to you
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Research Statement
� The research statement tells

� what you have been doing recently and currently
� in what direction you hope to go
� how your research contributes to your field

� Along with your c.v., cover letter and letters of 
recommendation, it helps hiring committees assess your
� areas of specialty
� potential to get grants
� academic ability
� compatibility with the department or school
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Teaching Statement
� It is a document that details your experience in terms 

of teaching: 
� why you do it
� what good teaching is for you
� your experiences with undergrads

� Include advising
� Experience as a postdoc in the lab 
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Developing Your Cheering Squad

§ Decide whom to ask to be references
§ Communicate with your references, send them 

your application packet
§ Think about who is the best reference for what 

job
§ Start Networking
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What to Emphasize in your 
Application?
� Find out about the department/school

� Importance of teaching vs. research
� Areas of interest/growth

� May want to customize your application materials for 
different positions

� Brag about your successes (within reason)!  
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What Makes an Application Stand 
Out?
� Varies between departments/institutions
� Strong publication record

� Most important factor!
� Exciting research plan

� Creative and innovative while also feasible
� Great reference letters

� Evidence of innovation, creativity, hard work, etc.
� Interesting and innovative teaching plans

� Highlight your experiences and capabilities
� Other experiences

� Experience writing a grant, etc.
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Next Step
� So now you have all your material ready, what do you 

do
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Identifying Job Opportunities
� Your research association

� Job listing bulletin or website
� Job placement at conferences/conventions

� National publications and website
� Science’s Next Wave http://nextwave.sciencemag.org/
� The Chronicle of Higher Education www.chronicle.com
� Academic360.com
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Identifying Job Opportunities
� Institutional and departmental websites
� Your network
Things you can do
§ Identify and take opportunities to present your 

work.
§ Sit in on hiring committees if you can.
§ Discuss plans with advisor or postdoc supervisor
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Identifying Job Opportunities
� Target your search
� How many positions do you apply to?
� Keep track of all applications including job description
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Applying
� Get feedback on your written materials
� Apply for positions that appear to be a good fit for 

you
� Send what the announcement asks for
� Show you understand what kind of 

institution/corporation you are applying to
� Check a few weeks later to make sure materials 

were received
� Call if you have any question and ask
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� Opportunity to sell the interviewer that you are the 
best candidate for the job

� An opportunity to learn whether or not there is a "fit" 
between you and the employer

� Your chance to “advertise” yourself to your future 
peers.
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Screening Interviews
� Phone interview

� Treat it as a real interview, be dressed and ready
� Have all documents in front of you
� Quiet space without kids or dogs

� Video interview
� Similar to phone but even more formal, they can see 

you!
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Preparing for Campus Interviews
§ If asked to give a seminar, practice your talk
§ Develop a cocktail party version of your research. The 2 

minute sound bite
§ Prepare to talk about your research, potential sources of 

funding, your goals, your teaching and yourself
§ Research the institution you will interview with-Do your 

homework.  Investigate the Institution
� Culture
� Priorities
� Needs
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Preparing for Campus Interviews
� Know who everyone on your schedule is and what their 

area is

� Find out what research areas the department is 
emphasizing 

� Find out what courses the department needs you to 
teach
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Preparing for Campus Interviews
§ Know what you’re going to wear
§ Think about how you’ll stay at the top of your form
§ Before any interview, clarify all arrangements
§ Practice interviewing
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BEFORE the Campus Visit…

� Ask for meetings that will help YOU determine if 
position is a good fit
� Assistant professors in the department
� Potential collaborators in other departments
� Graduate students in your area 
� Female faculty from other departments



Interviews: What Happens in a 
Campus Interview
� The research/job talk
� Meeting the department
� Meeting administrators
� Teaching a class
� Meeting with graduate students and/or 

undergraduates
� Social situations
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Interviews:  Making the Most of a 
Campus Visit
§ Treat everyone as important
§ Always have questions
§ Keep your head in social situations
§ Take care of yourself
§ Send thank you notes and keep in touch with all 

live prospects
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Interview

� The interviewer wants to Know about your personal 
qualities
� That you have the skills required
� That you are able to get things done

� Prioritize, overcome barriers, use time effectively
� That you can work as a team

� Resolve differences, share work and credit
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Interview

� That you are adaptable
� Overcome research obstacles

� That you can lead others
� As a leader and motivator

� That you can learn new things
� Skills area of research
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Interviews: Don’t leave without 
understanding…. 
� The tenure process, tenure criteria, and the tenure rate. 

Why was someone denied tenure?
� The teaching load
� The quality of your potential colleagues
� Expectations about research $$ and supporting grad 

students?

� What are the strategic directions of the department?
� Ask Colleagues: If you could change anything about the 

department, what would it be?
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Presentation
� Introduction - 10 Minutes

� Get them excited
� Why is your work important?
� Background to understand it

� Main Body– 25 minutes
� What you did (OK to sacrifice detail for clarity, not 

too simplistic)
� What it means
� Summarize as you go
� Only the experts should follow the last 10 minutes of 

this part of the talk



Presentation
� The Implications – 10 minutes

� What does this mean for the future of your field?
� What direction will you take the work?
� Leave everyone with a feeling of excitement about 

the future



Important Details
� Clean slides, No typos, Large font
� Outline easy to follow – help people stay with 

your talk
� Rehearse for knowledgeable audience
� Not too long or too short
� Reference work of others in the field, especially 

if they will be in the audience
� Practice answering questions
� Don’t get defensive



More Important Details
� Check out the room and projector ahead of time
� Have a backup of your presentation!!
� Begin by saying, “Good Morning! It’s such a pleasure to 

be here.”
� At the end, say, “Thank You, I’d be happy to take any 

questions.”



Nearing the Home Stretch

§ Finish up your research
§ If there are no offers, think about Plan B, but keep 

looking.  Sometimes jobs open up unexpectedly
§ Negotiate offers
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Things You Can Negotiate
� Decision date
� Salary
� Start-up Package
� Teaching load and teaching schedule
� Moving expenses/housing help
� Job-hunting help for partner or spouse
� Starting date
� Postdocs/graduate students/research assistants
� Computer resources
� Travel funds and conference expenses
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Wrapping it Up When You Have 
Accepted a Job
§ If terms of the offer changed during negotiating, 

get a new offer letter
§ Yes means yes
§ Thank everybody
§ Notify other institutions that interviewed you and 

withdraw from the search
§ Notify your network of contacts that you have 

accepted an offer
§ Finish Your Research
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Wrapping it Up When You Don’t 
Have a Job Offer
� Thank all who helped you.
� Keep working on your research.
� Talk with your mentor and others about what you can 

do to strengthen your candidacy.
� Move to Plan B
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